**In case more than one academic activity is performed by the teacher under one heading please follow the following style sheet**

**STYLE SHEET**

Name of the teacher: Krishnendu Roy

Designation: Professor

Department: Economics

A. Paper presentation at Seminars/conferences:

1. Title of the paper presented: “Reading Silence”
   
   Title of the seminar/ conference: Documenting the 1947 Partition of Bengal
   
   Level of Conference, Seminar etc (International/National/State): State
   
   Invited / organised by: WSC, RBU in collaboration with CSBM
   
   Date of the event: 29/4/2019

2. Title of the paper presented: “Meyeder Bhasa o Bhabna”
   
   Title of the seminar/ conference: Bangla Sahitya samaj o samskriti
   
   Level of Conference, Seminar etc (International/National/State): State
   
   Invited / organised by: Department of Bengali, RBU
   
   Date of the event: 12/05/2019

3. Title of the paper presented: “Clean Energy and Environment”
   
   Title of the seminar/ conference: Energy and Environment
   
   Level of Conference, Seminar etc (International/National/State): international
   
   Invited / organised by: Calcutta University
   
   Date of the event: 19/05/2019